You students may wonder just why a new publication has appeared hot on the PJC campus. There are a great many reasons why the INDEPENDENT has appeared. For one fact the PJC News does not appear often enough and we need better coverage of the news. In honor issues we shall give more reasons.

We would like all you good readers to forgive us for our appearance in this editorial issue for Ye Ha is new at this work of editing, stenoling, and typing. We promise that our next issue will be much neater.

We would welcome all the letters to the editors that we receive. We will print all such letters with our stipulation that they be signed, any such letters can be kept in the mail boxes of any of the staff. Our staff includes George Linscott editor, two assistant editors, Paul Nichols, and Jerome Connor, a sports editor who is William and several reporters who will be announced later.

Recently the PJC News ran an editorial demanding a football team here on the campus. The INDEPENDENT does not agree with their view. We do not think that a football team is more important than a science lab and we shall never think so. The News says that it is a "Mirror of Student Minds" but it is not. The students were not polled on the subject. It is only one man's opinion, that of the editor. We are not saying that the esteemed editor's opinion is no good, only that the News is not a "Mirror of Student Minds."

We would like to hear that you have to say on the preceding matter, so send your letters today.

Edward L. Mack

EDITORIAL

By George A. Linscott, Jr.

Tonight is the night! At last we will have a chance to see "Love Rides the Rails" at the Lexington High School. The combined Dramatic Clubs of PJC and WJC have worked long and hard to make this a success. The cast includes Dick Chandler as the greedy villain, Ed Pulsifer as the bold and handsome hero, and Miss Ruth Jerome of WJC for the part of the sweet, lowly maiden, for the leading roles.

Other students from PJC who have the supporting roles are Allen Fulman, Charles L. Dodd, Lawrence Stansfield, Herbert Andrews and Francis Lamadoe.

From WJC we have Mary Lou Marks, Pat Tibbetts, and Faith Laskie, each of whom appeared in last year's play and who also have a newcomer in Nancy Jackson who seems to have a good future ahead of her.

George Parks and the PJC Glee Club will offer their talented voices for the background of music.

Arnie Kuvant is the very able director and Phil Rockison is assisting Kuvant. Old Faithful Ed Madison is in charge of production and Horace King is an able business manager.

Mr. French and Mr. Coff of the PJC faculty have given much time and energy toward making this play a success.

This year the play is being presented on two nights, December 2 and 3. There are still too many tickets which have not been sold for both performances, so let's go students----support your school and Dramatic Club.